Blue = diluted black
Silver = diluted blue
Lilac = blue and chocolate
Buff = silver and chocolate
Cream = chocolate and lavender
Fume = bronze and blue
Tortora = bronze and silver

DRAKE COLOR: Drakes are listed on the left, then female below and outcome of the mating when paired. Note that offspring colors DO depend on the color of the drake vs hen!

**Black**
- Black – All Black
- Blue – Black and Blue
- Silver – All Blue
- Chocolate – All Black (males split to chocolate)
- Lilac – Black and Blue
- Lavender – All Black (split to lavender)
- Bronze – All Black (split to bronze)
- Buff – All Blue (males split to chocolate)
- Cream – All Black (all split to lavender, males split to chocolate)
- White – All Black (pied)
- Fume - Black and Blue (split to bronze)
- Tortora - All Blue (split to bronze)

**Blue**
- Black – Black and Blue
- Blue – Black, Blue, and Silver
- Silver – Blue and Silver
- Chocolate – Black and Blue (males split to chocolate)
- Lilac – Black, Blue, and Silver
- Lavender – Black and Blue (split to lavender)
- Bronze – Black and Blue (split to bronze)
- Buff – Blue and Silver
- Cream – Black and Blue
- White – Black and Blue (pied)
- Fume - Black, Blue and Silver (split to bronze)
Tortora - Blue and Silver (split to bronze)

Silver
- Black – All Blue
- Blue – Blue and Silver
- Silver – All Silver
- Chocolate – All Blue (males split to chocolate)
- Lilac – Blue and Silver
- Lavender – All Blue (split to lavender)
- Bronze – All Blue (split to bronze)
- Buff – All Silver
- Cream – All Blue
- White – All Blue (pied)
- Fume - Blue and Silver (split to bronze)
- Tortora - All silver (split to bronze)

Chocolate
- Black – Black males (split to chocolate) and chocolate females
- Blue – Black and Blue males (split to chocolate) and chocolate and lilac females
- Silver – Blue males (split to chocolate) and lilac females
- Chocolate – All Chocolates
- Lilac – Chocolate and Lilac
- Lavender – Black males (split to chocolate and lavender) and Chocolate females (split to lavender)
- Bronze – Black males (split to chocolate and bronze) and Chocolate females (split to bronze)
- Buff – All Lilacs
- Cream – All Chocolates
- White – Black males and Chocolate females (all pied)
- Fume - Black and blue males and chocolate and lilac females (split to bronze)
- Tortora - Blue males and lilac females (split to bronze)
Lilac
Black – Black and Blue males (split to chocolate), Chocolate and Lilac females
Blue – Black, Blue, and Silver males (split to chocolate), Buff, Chocolate, and Lilac females
Silver – Blue and Silver males (split to chocolate), Buff and Lilac females
Chocolate – Chocolate and Lilac
Lilac – Chocolate, Lilac, and Buff
Lavender – Black and Blue males (split to lavender and chocolate) and Chocolate and Lilac females (split to lavender)
Bronze – Black and Blue males (split to bronze and chocolate) and Chocolate and Lilac females (split to bronze)
Buff – Lilac and Buff
Cream – Chocolate and Lilac
White – Black and Blue males, Chocolate and Lilac females (all pied)
Fume - Black, Blue and Silver males, Chocolate, Lilac and Buff females (split to bronze)
Tortora - Blue and Silver males and Buff and Lilac females (split to bronze)

Lavender
Black – All Black (split to lavender)
Blue – Black and Blue (split to lavender)
Silver – All Blue (split to lavender)
Chocolate – All Black (split to lavender, males also split to chocolate)
Lilac – Black and Blue (split to lavender)
Lavender – All Lavender
Bronze – All Black (split to lavender)
Buff – All Blue (split to lavender)
Cream – All Lavender
White – All Lavender (pied)
Fume - Black and Blue (split to bronze)
Tortora - All Blues (split to bronze)

Bronze
Black – All Black (split to bronze)
Blue – Black and Blue (split to bronze)
Silver – All Blue (split to bronze)
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Chocolate – All Black (split to bronze and males split to chocolate)  
Lilac – Black and Blue (split to bronze)  
Lavender – All Black (split to bronze and lavender)  
Bronze – All Bronze  
Buff – All Blue (split to bronze)  
Cream – All Black (split to bronze)  
White – All Black (pied, split to bronze)  
Fume - Bronze and Fume  
Tortora - All Fume

**Buff**  
Black – Blue males (split to chocolate) and Lilac females  
Blue – Blue and Silver males (split to chocolate) and Lilac and Buff females  
Silver – Silver males (split to chocolate) and Buff females  
Chocolate – All Lilacs  
Lilac – Lilac and Buff  
Lavender – Blue males (split to chocolate and lavender) and Lilac females (split to lavender)  
Bronze – Blue males (split to chocolate and bronze) and Lilac female (split to bronze)  
Buff – All Buff  
Cream – All Lilac  
White – Blue males and Lilac females (all pied)  
Fume - Blue and Silver males, Buff and Lilac females (split to bronze)  
Tortora - Silver males and Buff females (split to bronze)

**Cream**  
Black – Black males (split to chocolate) and Chocolate females  
Blue – Black and Blue males, (split to chocolate) Chocolate and Lilac females  
Silver – Blue males (split to chocolate), Lilac females  
Chocolate – All Chocolates  
Lilac – Chocolate and Lilac  
Lavender – Lavender males (split to chocolate) and Cream females  
Bronze – Black males (split to bronze and chocolate) and Chocolate females (all split to bronze)  
Buff – All Lilac
Cream – All Cream
White – Lavender males and Cream females (all pied)
Fume - Black and Blue males and Chocolate and Lilac females (split to bronze)
Tortora - Blue males and Lilac females (split to bronze)

White
Black – All Black (pied)
Blue – Black and Blue (pied)
Silver – All Blue (pied)
Chocolate – All Black (pied)
Lilac – Black and Blue (pied)
Lavender – All Black (pied, split to lavender)
Bronze – All Black (pied, split to lavender)
Buff – All Blue (pied)
Cream – All Black (pied)
White – All White
(keep in mind that white can mask other colors, so this may be incorrect if not using pure whites)
Fume - Black and Blue (pied, split to bronze)
Tortora - All Blue (pied, split to bronze)

Fume
Black - Black and Blue (split to bronze)
Blue - Black, Blue and Silver (split to bronze)
Silver - Blue and Silver (split to bronze)
Chocolate - Black and Blue (split to bronze)
Lilac - Black, Blue and Silver (split to bronze)
Lavender - Black and Blue (split to bronze and lavender)
Bronze - Bronze and Fume
Buff - Blue and Silver (split to bronze)
Cream - Black and Blue (split to bronze and lavender)
White - Black and Blue (pied, split to bronze)
Fume - Bronze, Fume and Tortora
Tortora - Fume and Tortora

Tortora
Black - All Blue (split to bronze)
Blue - Blue and Silver (split to bronze)
Silver - All Silver (split to bronze)
Chocolate - All Blue (split to bronze)
Lilac - Blue and Silver (split to bronze)
Lavender - All Blue (split to bronze)
Bronze - All Fume
Buff - All Silver (split to bronze)
Cream - All Blue (split to bronze and lavender)
White - All Blue (pied, split to bronze)
Fume - Fume and Tortora
Tortora - All Tortora